Notes to accompany the running record of Lexie reading Zac and the Ducks.

Lexie was reading the book ‘Zac and the Ducks’ -PM photo story at reading recovery level 4
(red colour band). This was Lexie’s first book at level 4.
Lexie has found the reading recovery series of lesson a challenge as she is a fragile learner.
Unless certain she is making the correct response, she will retreat and refuse to engage with
the learning process. This has presented some difficulties as we have proceeded and I have
had to ensure that Lexie feels learning is easy because she has felt unwilling to take a risk.
As we undertook the running record together, I was leaving Lexie space to work on words because she needs to become a more active learner. Her default response when she is unsure
is to look at me for confirmation. It is important that Lexie learns to monitor and confirm her
own decisions. Thus, when she read the word ‘Here’ and asked ‘Is it here?’, I did not answer
her question but reflected it back to her, so she was driving the decision. Unfortunately, it was
an incorrect response but Lexie had a go and that is what I was aiming for.
Lexie demonstrated during this running record that she is able to monitor her own reading,
search for more information, cross check different types of information and self correct. This
is good reading behaviour and always to be encouraged. This also tells me Lexie is beginning
to move toward independence and can sometimes work at a difficulty and sort out a problem
herself.
In this text, the word ‘the’ occurred repeatedly and Lexie was not secure with this word. It is
not yet fully known. I reminded her ‘You know that word’ because that can remind children
that this is known to them and will sometimes trigger a correct response.
I gave Lexie a great deal of time to look at words. I have established from previous running
records that Lexie is able to use meaning and structure information in her reading but she will
usually neglect the visual information in words. When she substituted ‘go’ for ‘are’ towards the
end of the running record, she was using meaning and structure information because this
word made sense and sounded right, but she neglected to attend to the visual information in
the word.
From this running record, as a reader I assessed that Lexie needs to learn the word ‘the’ until
her response to that word is automatic, we need to continue to work on visual information in
words and Lexie needs to work on the fluency and phrasing in her reading so it is more joined
up and smooth. I also assessed that Lexie is becoming a more active learner, able to have a
go even when she is uncertain. This represents a big step in her learning journey.

